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Abstract

Using a unique experiment of anonymizing online loan applications, we find that
anonymous loan applications reduce racial disparities in access to credit. With names
on applications, ethnic minority applicants are 10.6% less likely to receive online loan
offers than otherwise identical ethnic majority applicants; anonymizing applications
eliminates such disparities. Anonymization merely delays revealing race until ap-
plicants visit the lender in-person for the required identity verification before loan
origination. Yet, racial disparities in loan origination also decrease. We do not find
significant racial gaps in loan performance before or after anonymization. Further-
more, accurate statistical discrimination is unlikely to explain our results.
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1 Introduction

Racial disparities are prevalent worldwide, and reducing them is an ongoing concern

(Bertrand and Duflo, 2017). Policymakers have been restricting the use of information

that predicts race to mitigate racial disparities in various settings. Two notable examples

are the US Fair Housing Act, which prohibits using neighborhood racial composition for

lending decisions, and California’s Proposition 103, which excludes the use of zip codes

from variables permissible for insurance pricing (Pope and Sydnor, 2011a).1 One par-

ticular policy that has received considerable attention from policymakers is the removal

of applicant names as a source of racially identifying information (Bertrand and Duflo,

2017). However, there is limited evidence on the effectiveness of such policies in the

credit market. This is increasingly important since the growing use of technology in lend-

ing enables the cost-effective implementation of anonymous applications (Bartlett et al.,

2022; Dobbie et al., 2021; Howell et al., 2021; Fuster et al., 2022; D’acunto et al., 2022).

In this paper, we use a unique experiment to study the effect of anonymous applica-

tions on racial disparities in the consumer credit market. We analyze online loan offers,

origination, and performance using data from a leading online consumer loan compari-

son platform in Singapore. Consumer loans are short-term unsecured loans to individual

borrowers made by licensed lenders. The online platform sends an individual’s applica-

tion to multiple lenders simultaneously. After the lenders review online applications and

make initial loan offers, the individual chooses one offer online and visits the lender in

person for identity verification before the final loan origination. Initially, applicant names

were shown to lenders on loan applications. To protect customer privacy, the platform re-

moved applicant names from loan applications sent to lenders from September 28, 2021.

We refer to this change in policy as anonymization.

Whether anonymous loan applications can successfully reduce racial gaps in access to
1Policies such as “ban-the-box” that restricts employers from asking about job applicants’ criminal his-

tories (Agan and Starr, 2018) and restrictions on pre-employment credit checks (Bartik and Nelson, 2020)
are also often presented as tools for reducing racial disparities.
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credit is ambiguous. Restricting the use of information predictive of race has unclear dis-

tributional consequences: it can help (Pope and Sydnor, 2011a) or hurt minorities (Agan

and Starr, 2018; Bartik and Nelson, 2020). In our setting, anonymous applications de-

lay (rather than permanently remove) lender access to race; the removed information on

race at the initial evaluation stage will be revealed at the subsequent stage, when appli-

cants visit lenders in person for loan origination. On the one hand, lenders would have

observed the applicant’s race during loan origination, which could lead to no change

in origination since the information available to lenders at the time of origination is un-

changed. On the other hand, the delay could reduce racial disparities in loan origination

if rejecting an application is harder after a personal relationship (at the in-person stage)

has been established (Love, 2011; Agan and Starr, 2018).

We find that before September 28, 2021, when names were on applications, ethnic

minority applicants, including Malays, Indians, and other races, are 10% less likely to re-

ceive initial loan offers than otherwise identical Chinese applicants (the ethnic majority in

Singapore). Because we observe all application characteristics available to lenders at the

time of initial online screening, the omitted variables bias is unlikely to explain our find-

ings. Furthermore, when the platform changed its policy to anonymize loan applications,

racial disparities in offer probabilities disappear.

Anonymizing applications delays revealing race to the in-person stage – when ap-

plicants visit lenders. Lenders can use the newly available information on race to fully

undo the effect of anonymous applications at the in-person stage. We find that the sig-

nificant racial gap in the origination probability is also reduced by 8% by anonymization,

despite that lenders learn about applicant race prior to origination. In other words, the re-

duction in the racial gap in initial offer probabilities is attenuated by approximately 20%

in the origination stage. We interpret these findings as lenders partially undoing their

prior decisions in response to the newly available information on race. Overall, we find

that anonymizing applications is an effective way to reduce racial disparities in access
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to credit, even though revealing applicant race is merely delayed rather than completely

removed from the process.

We study differences in the default rate of minority and Chinese applicants before and

after anonymization using data from one lender who originates 14% of the loans (due to

data limitations). We find that the average default rate for minority and Chinese appli-

cants is the same both before and after anonymization. This suggests that the reduced

racial gap due to anonymization is not driven by an increase in lower-quality loans.

The significant racial disparities in offer probabilities before anonymization and the

elimination of such racial disparities by anonymization imply the existence of discrimi-

nation in this market. This claim is further strengthened since we observe and control for

all application characteristics available to the lender. To understand whether taste-based

or statistical discrimination best describes our results, we perform two additional tests.

First, we find similar racial gaps in offers across different levels of income and income-

to-debt ratios, implying higher repayment ability does not reduce racial gaps. Second,

following (Agan and Starr, 2018), we use a model to assess the accuracy of lenders’ racial

beliefs in lending decisions and find that lenders’ beliefs are inaccurate. These findings

suggest that accurate statistical discrimination is an unlikely explanation for our findings.

Similar to most prior studies, we cannot further distinguish between inaccurate statisti-

cal discrimination and taste-based discrimination due to data limitations (Bohren et al.,

2021).

Our study contributes to the large and growing literature on the racial disparities in

credit markets (Bartlett et al., 2022; Butler, Mayer, and Weston, 2022; Bhutta, Hizmo, and

Ringo, 2022; Pope and Sydnor, 2011b). A distinguishing feature of our study is that we

trace out the entire process of obtaining credit, from initial loan offers to loan origina-

tion. In consumer credit markets, initial loan offers sometimes take place before formal

applications are submitted (also known as pre-approvals). For instance, potential home

buyers may seek mortgage pre-approvals to facilitate their property search and only sub-
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mit formal mortgage applications after they find target properties. Most other studies

use formal applications as the starting point and therefore miss initial credit evaluations.

However, discrimination can occur at this stage (e.g., Hanson et al. (2016)), similar to the

lower callbacks faced by minority applicants in labor and rental markets. By assessing the

process from initial loan offers to loan originations, we overcome a crucial data limitation

of previous studies and provide a more complete assessment of racial disparities in access

to credit.

The prevalence of disparities and concerns for fairness and efficiency call for effec-

tive remedies. Existing studies find that anti-discrimination enforcement policies (Butler,

Mayer, and Weston, 2022), algorithmic decision-making (Dobbie et al., 2021; Howell et al.,

2021; Fuster et al., 2022; D’acunto et al., 2022), and minority loan officers (Jiang, Lee, and

Liu, 2022) can reduce racial disparities. In this paper, we show anonymous loan appli-

cations are another effective policy. With the growing use of technology, implementing

anonymous applications is increasingly cost-effective. Anonymization in our setting, as

is common in labor, rental, and credit markets, delays revealing information about race.

Our analysis also highlights that despite withheld information on race is eventually re-

vealed at the in-person stage, racial disparities in loan origination also decrease.

2 Institutional settings

Using a unique experiment of anoymizing applications, we study racial disparities in the

consumer loan market in Singapore. Consumer loans are loans borrowed for personal use

such as medical treatment, credit card debt repayment, education, wedding, etc. These

loans are uncollateralized and are short-term, with a median maturity of six months in our

data. The loan repayment structure follows an equated monthly installment repayment

schedule, similar to a mortgage loan. The loan offer amounts average about S$4,300 (1 S$

= 0.75 USD as of January 2021), and all-in effective annual interest rates (nominal interest

rates plus processing fees) average about 99%. These features are broadly consistent with
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high-cost consumer lending in other economies: for instance, the typical payday loan

in the US is below $300 with an effective annual rate of 400 to 1000% and a 7- to 30-

day maturity and a typical consumer loan in the UK ranges from £200 to £2,000 with an

average effective annual rate of 600% and a maturity from a few weeks to six months

(Dobbie et al., 2021). The loans are extended by licensed lenders who are small financial

institutions whose main line of business is extending consumer loans. Furthermore, no

ubiquitous credit scoring for loans in this market exists.

We study racial disparities in this market using information from a leading online

consumer loan comparison platform in Singapore. The process for an applicant to apply

for and obtain a loan is as follows: an applicant fills out a loan application on the online

platform; the application is sent to multiple lenders partnering with the platform. Next,

lenders decide whether to extend an initial offer and the offer terms (the offer stage).

The applicant receives the initial offer(s) online, compares offers, and selects one offer

online. Afterward, the applicant visits the lender in person, and upon successful further

verification of personal documents, a loan agreement is signed (the origination stage). If

this process is unsuccessful, the borrower can choose another initial offer from a different

lender. The last step, in-person identity verification prior to contract signing, is required

by the main regulator of lenders in Singapore, the Ministry of Law.

Initially, applicant names were shown to lenders on loan applications. To protect

customer privacy, the platform removed applicant names from loan applications sent to

lenders from September 28, 2021. This change effectively anonymizes loan applications

as applicant names contain racially identifying information (Bertrand and Mullainathan,

2004).2

For our analysis, we consider all non-Chinese applicants to be minority applicants

2Experiments of anonymous hiring procedures in several European countries (Krause, Rinne, and Zim-
mermann, 2012; Behaghel, Crépon, and Le Barbanchon, 2015) involve the removal of addresses in addition
to names to implement anonymization. In our context, applicant location, which remains observable to
lenders, is not predictive of race due to the Singapore government’s housing policy that prevents granular
ethnic segregation (Agarwal et al., 2019; Wong, 2013).
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because the Chinese are the ethnic majority in Singapore. According to the Singapore

Census of Population, as of 2020, Singapore’s resident population consists of 74.3% being

Chinese, 13.5% being Malays, and 9.0% being Indians.

The matching between applicants and lenders is not completely random. Examining

how the platform matches applicants and lenders reveal no matching based on applicant

race. The platform orders lenders and sends each application to a few at the top of the list.

Depending on the outcome of the decisions, they may move on to lenders down the list.

The ordering is manually changed by the platform staff from time to time. Crucially, the

same ordering applies to all applications irrespective of their characteristics as long as the

ordering is effective. Given the stable distribution of applicant race over time, minority

and Chinese applications are unlikely to be systematically matched to different lenders.

We conduct a formal test to assess whether the ordering of lenders is different for minor-

ity versus Chinese applicants in Appendix OA.1 and further verify that the ordering is

identical for Chinese and minority applicants.

3 Data and summary statistics

The main data set we use in this paper contains detailed data from the leading online con-

sumer loan comparison platform in Singapore.3 We observe application characteristics,

initial offers, loan originations, and loan performance for the period from October 2020 to

January 2022.

We observe detailed application characteristics including applicant name, age, nation-

ality, residency status, income, marital status, postal code, occupation, housing status,

and existing borrowing from banks and lenders. This list of variables fully contains the

set of application characteristics the lenders observe at the time of initial offer decisions.

We also observe lenders’ decisions such as whether the lender approves an initial offer

to the applicant, whether an initial offer is given and the offer terms (including amount,
3This platform is active in Singapore, Hong Kong, and Australia. As of January 2022, the platform

partners with 37 of 156 licensed lenders in Singapore.
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maturity, interest rate, and processing fee). These lending decisions are done by loan

officers and not by sophisticated machine learning algorithms.

Additionally, we observe whether a loan was originated and, if so, the origination

terms, including amount, maturity, interest rate, and processing fee.

We observe loan performance for a subset of originated loans by one of the lenders,

which accounts for 14% of the loans in the sample. The lender has a profit-sharing ar-

rangement with the platform, providing part of the loan profits to the platform monthly.

For each loan, we observe monthly payments to the platform, which allow us to measure

actual repayments. We define an applicant to have a late payment if the lender expects a

repayment according to the repayment schedule but receives none.

Finally, to control for neighborhood characteristics, we map the location of each in-

dividual to a planning area, the main urban planning and census division in Singapore.

Our sample covers 29 planning areas in total.

For our main analysis, we focus on the sub-sample of applications whose informa-

tion is pre-filled directly from the Singapore government database. This filtering offers

two advantages. First, the official records have higher data quality and fewer measure-

ment errors than self-reported information. Second, applicant consent is required for this

pre-filling service, which helps to screen out spam applications in a similar way that the

common “captcha” verification works for many web-based services.4

We measure applicants’ race by matching their names to races following Wong (2013).

This approach is feasible as different race groups in Singapore have distinct names. In

our classification, we also require consensus among at least two research assistants, who

manually reviewed the names to reduce measurement error. We drop names where there

is no consensus. Such a procedure yields racially distinctive names commonly used in

correspondence studies.

Panel A of Table 1 provides summary statistics of application characteristics. There

4Our main results are robust to including individuals without government-verified information.
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are a total of 16,281 applications5 during the entire sample period, 61% of which belong

to minority racial groups. The average applicant is 36 years old, and 75% of the appli-

cants are male. There are 11,789 applications submitted before September 28, 2021 where

lenders can see applicant names at the initial evaluation stage. The remaining 4,492 appli-

cations submitted on or after September 28, 2021 are anonymized at the initial evaluation

stage. Columns (2) and (3) report the mean differences between minority and Chinese ap-

plicants before and after anonymization, respectively. Minority applicants are younger,

more likely to be female, more likely to live in public housing, and have lower income

than Chinese applicants. These differences remain stable over time.

Panel B of Table 1 provides summary statistics of credit outcomes. These loan offers

are not collateralized and are short-term: the average offer has a maturity of 6.43 months.

Average annual interest rates are 42%. The average effective interest rate, which takes into

account the processing fee, is 99%.6 Columns (2) and (3) of Panel B document uncondi-

tional racial gaps (the mean difference between minority and Chinese applicants) before

and after anonymization, respectively. Two unconditional patterns are worth noting: 1)

Minority applicants receive fewer offers, lower loan amounts, shorter maturity, higher

annual effective interest rates, and fewer originations.7 2) These differences, however,

become less pronounced after anonymization. The unconditional comparisons provide

first-pass evidence of disparate treatment by race. From the next section, we analyze

racial disparities conditional on application characteristics.

5Some individuals apply multiple times through the platform. All our analysis is done at the application
level.

6The annual effective interest rate is calculated using the monthly installment repayment schedule, tak-
ing into account the processing fee. Please refer to Appendix OA.2 for detailed descriptions.

7In Appendix OA.2, we discuss the legal limit and the bunching of processing fees and interest rates
as a potential reason for why we find small and insignificant differences between Chinese and minority
applicants across these two dimensions of offer terms.
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4 Empirical strategy

To estimate the effect of anonymizing loan applications on racial disparities, we com-

pare the minority-Chinese gap in credit outcomes before and after anonymization. In our

specifications, we control for all application characteristics observable to the lender when

making the initial offer decisions, high-frequency time fixed effects, and lender fixed ef-

fects. The key identifying assumption for attributing the change in racial disparities to

anonymization is that the racial disparities would stay stable absent of the change, anal-

ogous to a standard parallel trends assumption in difference-in-differences designs.

We estimate the following OLS regression in the dyadic data on loan applications and

lenders:

yi,j = πt + αj,s(t) + γs(t)Xi + βpre × Minorityi × pret + βpost × Minorityi × postt + εi,j(1)

In this specification, i denotes an application filled out at time t, and yi,j is a measure of

credit decision/outcome of lender j for application i. Minorityi is an indicator that takes

a value of one for applicants that are minority and zero otherwise. pret and postt are in-

dicators for applications filled out before and after September 28, 2021, respectively. βpre

and βpost reflect the racial disparities in the outcome variable in the pre and post periods,

respectively. Their difference, ∆β = βpost − βpre, reflects the change in the racial dis-

parities following anonymization and corresponds to the treatment effect of anonymous

applications.

We include a host of control variables and fixed effects. We use all the information

available to lenders at the time of application as control variables (Xi). In the baseline

specification, we convert all continuous numerical characteristics (e.g., income) to cate-

gorical variables using their quintiles to allow for non-linear effects in control variables

capturing the potential non-linearity in the lending model. We also allow the retention
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of missing values this way.8 We allow the effects of these control variables γ to differ

in the pre and post-periods (hence the s(t) ∈ {pre, post} subscript). Standard errors are

clustered at the lender-month level to allow for correlated decision makings across ap-

plications by a lender in a month. Year-month fixed effects πt are included to absorb

time-series fluctuation in aggregate credit conditions and the average impact of all other

concurrent aggregate factors. αj,s(t) for s(t) are lender fixed effects separately for the pre-

and post-periods. By including this set of fixed effects, we absorb lender-specific practices

that can differ in the pre- and post-periods.

A common critique of running a regression similar to equation (1) on observational

data is the omitted variables bias; namely, relevant covariates for lending outcomes are

unobserved by the researchers, and the inability to include these covariates leads to biases

in the coefficient estimates of the included covariates. In our setting, the applications and

the decisions of initial offer approvals/rejections are completely online. We observe all

the information available to lenders at the time of initial offer decisions and include them

in the regression. Therefore, the omitted variables bias is unlikely to affect our findings.

5 Results

5.A Probability of receiving initial offers

Table 2 shows the estimated effects of anonymous applications on the probability of re-

ceiving initial offers. In Column 1, we estimate equation (1) in the dyadic data on loan

applications and lenders where the left-hand side variable is an offer dummy that takes

the value of one if a lender extends an offer to the borrower and zero otherwise, multi-

plied by 100. We include lender fixed effects separately for the pre- and post-periods to

8The list of control variables includes: the age of the applicant, applied amount, applied loan tenure,
length of stay in current residence, loan purpose, marital status, housing type (e.g., public housing, condo-
minium apartment, etc.), housing status (e.g., rented, owned-mortgaged, etc.), job title, job industry, current
employment duration, previous employment duration, whether the applicant owns a property, monthly in-
come, remaining bank-loan balance, remaining lender-loan balance, monthly bank-loan payment, monthly
lender loan payment, and the planning area.
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absorb lender-specific practices that are allowed to differ in the pre- and post-periods. We

also convert all continuous numerical characteristics (e.g., income) to categorical variables

using their sample quintiles to allow for potential non-linearity and allow the impacts of

these observable characteristics to differ flexibly in the pre- and post-periods. We find

a coefficient on the interaction term between Minorityi and Pret of -3.81, implying that

when names are on applications, minority applicants are 3.81 percentage points less likely

to receive initial offers than otherwise observably identical Chinese applicants. The racial

disparity is highly significant and amounts to 10% of the average offer probability. In

the post period, however, the racial gap disappears as seen in a statistically insignificant

coefficient on the interaction term between Minorityi and postt of 0.238. The treatment

effect of the anonymization change, reflected by ∆β = βpost − βpre = 4.048, is highly sta-

tistically significant with a p-value less than 0.0001. It is also economically sizable: this

effect amounts to 10.6% of the sample average offer probability.

In Column 2, we use an alternative way to include control variables where we impute

zero for missing values, add one to zero values, and then log-transform all continuous

numerical variables. We maintain the inclusion of Lender×Post fixed effects and the flex-

ibility that the impacts of observable characteristics on the outcome variable can differ in

the pre- and post-periods. We find similar estimates as in Column 1.

In Column 3, we aggregate the dyadic sample to the application level and examine

how anonymization affects the average offer probability analogously. To match this level

of aggregation, we now include the Post indicator, as opposed to Lender×Post fixed ef-

fects, and cluster standard errors at the month level. Albeit different aggregations, the

estimates remain similar and show economically and statistically significant racial gaps

prior to anonymization and economically small and statistically insignificant racial gaps

after anonymization. In other words, the racial disparities are not driven by particular

lenders or the matching between applicants and lenders.

One advantage of our setting is that initial offers are extended fully online without
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any in-person interaction. Hence, there are no application characteristics that lenders can

observe but are unobservable to us. In other words, the omitted variable bias that often

hampers the usefulness of action-based tests of discrimination in observational data is

unlikely to bias our findings.

We also study the dynamic patterns of racial disparities in offer probabilities using the

following event study specification:

yi,j = πt + αj,s(t) + γs(t)Xi + ∑s ̸=0 βs × Minorityi × 1s + εi,j (2)

In this specification, 1s indicates the timing of application i relative to month 0, the im-

plementation of anonymous applications. We set month 0 as the omitted baseline period,

motivated by the zero average racial gap in the post-anonymization months as estimated

in Table 2. The coefficient βs reflects the racial disparity in the initial offer probability in

month s. The coefficients for the pre-anonymization months s < 0 allow us to test the key

identifying assumption of parallel trends in our research design. If our research design

is valid, we expect statistically significant and stable racial gaps in pre-anonymization

months. Figure 1 plots the entire path of coefficients βs along with their associated 95%

confidence intervals as estimated from equation (2). For each of the four months prior to

the anonymization practice, there is a statistically significant racial gap; the magnitude of

the racial gap stays stable around its average level of 3.81 percentage points and is also

similar to the level seen in the previous months. This pattern validates the key identifying

assumption where the racial gap would have remained constant absent anonymization.

For the two months following anonymization, we see insignificant coefficients, implying

that the racial gap is eliminated.
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5.B Heterogeneous racial gaps

In this subsection, we examine whether the racial gaps in offer probabilities reflect differ-

ences in repayment probability. We consider both the level of income and the income-to-

debt ratios as proxies for repayment probability.

We first group applicants into four quartiles based on their annual income and sepa-

rately estimate equation (1) for each of the four quartile groups. We plot the coefficient on

the interaction term between Minorityi and Pret and their 95% confidence intervals for

the four quartile groups in Panel A of Figure 2. We find similar racial disparities across

income groups.

Alternatively, we group applicants into four quartiles based on their annual income

divided by the applied amount and separately estimate equation (1) for each of the four

quartile groups. We plot the coefficient on the interaction term between Minorityi and

Pret and their 95% confidence intervals for the four quartile groups in Panel B of Figure 2.

As in the previous split by income level, we find similar racial disparities across groups

with different income-to-debt ratios.

5.C Loan origination and loan performance

After anonymization, when names are removed from loan applications, lenders do not

know the racial identity of applicants at the time of initial evaluation. The racial identity

is revealed to them once applicants visit them in person to fulfill verification procedures.

Lenders can use this new information to fully undo their initial decisions. Column 1 of

Table 3 shows the effect of anonymous applications on disparities in loan origination.

The estimates reveal that minority applicants are significantly less likely to receive loan

origination than Chinese applicants before anonymization, but such disparities become

insignificant once applications are anonymized. Comparing the economic magnitude of

the treatment effect ∆β for the two outcome variables–initial offer and loan origination–

sheds light on whether lenders fully adjust lending in the in-person verification stage.
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We find that anonymization is associated with a 10.6% decrease in racial disparities in

offer probability (Column 1 of Table 2). The corresponding decrease in racial disparities

in origination rate is 8.0% of its sample average according to the estimates from Column

1 of Table 3. The reduction of racial disparities in the initial offer stage is attenuated

by approximately 20% once the applicants advance to the origination stage, suggesting

that lenders partially adjust their behaviors at in-person interactions with applicants. We

obtain a similar magnitude in the application-level analysis. Comparing the economic

magnitude from the estimates in Column 3 of Table 2 and Column 2 of Table 3 reveals an

approximately 15% of lenders’ partial adjustment in this level of analysis.

Column 3 of Table 3 reports the results for conversion rate, measured as the origination

indicator divided by the number of offers. While in the pre-period, minority applicants

have a 0.232 percentage points higher conversion rate than the otherwise identical Chi-

nese applicants, they have a 0.076 percentage points lower conversion rate in the post pe-

riod. Although both estimates are insignificant, the economic magnitude of the treatment

effect ∆β corresponds to an 8.33% reduction relative to the sample mean of the conver-

sion rate, reflecting an economically meaningful effect size. The reduction in conversion

rate provides another piece of evidence for lenders’ partial adjustment in the in-person

verification stage.

Finally, we examine the relationship between race and loan performance for a sub-

sample of originated loans. The data come from one lender that originates approximately

14% of the loans. Column 4 of Table 3 reports the regression analysis in the loan perfor-

mance sub-sample. As the sub-sample comes from one lender, the usual Lender×Post

fixed effects collapse to the Post indicator. Also, we can only allow the effects of the in-

cluded control variables to be the same in the pre- and post-periods due to the small sam-

ple size. Column 4 shows that the average likelihood of delinquency is lower for minority

borrowers in the pre-period, although statistically insignificant; in the post-period, the av-

erage difference in loan performance between Chinese and minority applicants remains
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statistically insignificant from zero.9 Overall, Chinese and minority borrowers have sim-

ilar delinquency levels both before and after anonymization.

5.D Additional tests

If other application characteristics cannot predict race, racial gaps will be eliminated sim-

ply because lenders can’t adjust their offers to reflect race. In Appendix OA.5, we study

the predictability of race and find that race is highly predictable: machine learning mod-

els achieve an out-of-sample classification accuracy exceeding 90%. This is similar to

findings of Fuster et al. (2022), who show that race is also highly predictable in the US

mortgage market. Hence, eliminating racial disparities after anonymization is not simply

driven by race not being predictable.

The loan offer probability is analogous to the callback rate for job applications used

in labor market correspondence studies. We further demonstrate the relevance of offer

probability for the credit market setting in Appendices OA.3 and OA.4. First, the large

within-variation in offer terms (Table OA.1) suggests that not all lenders assess an ap-

plicant similarly, and hence more offers are valuable. Second, to address the concern

that the “best” offer might be the same for minority and Chinese applicants, we consider

three different definitions of the best offer: (1) maximum offer amount, (2) maximum of-

fer maturity10, and (3) minimum effective interest rate across all lenders. Across these

definitions of best offers, racial disparities exist before anonymous applications and are

significantly reduced after anonymization (Table OA.2).

We also assess the robustness of our results to alternative samples and specifications

in Appendix OA.6. We obtain similar estimates when we relax the sample filtering and

when we estimate a more flexible specification to accommodate for lender-specific changes

in lending practices as in our baseline results.

9In untabulated analyses, we confirm that the coverage in this performance sub-sample is balanced.
10In an unreported analysis, we find that applicants are more likely to choose offers with longer maturity

holding everything else constant. A preference for lower monthly payments implies that a longer maturity
is a “better” offer.
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The analysis so far masks important heterogeneity across lenders. Lenders associated

with higher racial gaps before anonymization might have more incentives to predict race

when extending offers post-anonymization. Hence, it is unclear whether anonymization

reduces disparities for the more disparate lenders. In Appendix OA.7, we study whether

such heterogeneity exists and which lenders are more affected by anonymous applica-

tions. We estimate lender-specific racial disparities in a specification similar to equa-

tion (1) for all lenders in the sample. We observe that lenders with higher racial gaps in

pre-period (lower βpre) have higher ∆β in Panel (A) of Figure OA.4. This finding suggests

that anonymization reduces disparities more for lenders with higher pre-anonymization

racial gaps. We see a similar pattern for loan origination in Panel (B) of Figure OA.4.

6 Discussion

Our findings strongly suggest the existence of discrimination in the consumer loan mar-

ket: Before anonymization, minority applicants receive fewer loan offers than otherwise

identical Chinese applicants. Controlling for all characteristics observable by lenders mit-

igates the common concern for the omitted variables bias. In addition, once loan ap-

plications are anonymized, the racial disparities in offer probabilities disappear, further

corroborating the existence of discrimination.

Which theory of discrimination best describes our findings? Economists differenti-

ate between taste-based and statistical discrimination. Under taste-based discrimination

(Becker, 1957), differential treatment stems from the disutility from providing service to or

interacting with members of a particular group. Under statistical discrimination (Phelps,

1972; Arrow, 1973; Aigner and Cain, 1977), differential treatment stems from imperfect in-

formation and the use of group membership as a signal of unobserved information. Em-

pirically differentiating the source of discrimination is challenging (Bertrand and Duflo,

2017). The differentiation becomes even more challenging if we allow for the possibility

of inaccurate beliefs (Bohren et al., 2021). Inaccurate statistical discrimination cannot be
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differentiated from taste-based discrimination due to data limitations in most settings.

Two pieces of evidence show that accurate statistical discrimination cannot explain

our results. First, we find similar racial gaps for different quantiles of income and income-

to-debt ratios, suggesting that repayment ability does not affect racial disparities. Second,

we use a simple model of lender decision-making under accurate statistical discrimina-

tion, following Agan and Starr (2018) outlined in Appendix OA.8. Using the model, we

can estimate the lender’s belief about the probability of someone with a monthly salary

in the top quintile belonging to the minority group. We repeat this exercise not only for

different levels of income but all application characteristics and compare them with em-

pirical probabilities from the data. We find significant discrepancies between the inferred

and empirical probabilities and conclude that lenders’ priors are inaccurate. In Appendix

OA.8, we specifically test for stereotypes (Bordalo et al., 2016) and find that the data do

not support such interpretation. We cannot further distinguish between inaccurate statis-

tical discrimination and taste-based discrimination, as doing so requires additional data

unavailable in this setting (Bohren et al., 2021).

Cornell and Welch (1996), Fisman, Paravisini, and Vig (2017), and D’acunto et al.

(2022) document in-group preferences as an explanation for racial disparities in the lend-

ing market. A test of in-group preferences requires variation in lender race. We obtained

data on the names of shareholders and authorized officers/representatives of all lenders

in our sample from Singapore’s business registration records. We find that the share-

holders and authorized officers/representatives of all but one lender in our sample have

Chinese-sounding names. Hence, our data do not have sufficient variation for testing

in-group preferences.

7 Conclusion

We study the effect of anonymous loan applications on racial discrimination in the con-

sumer loan market. Initially, with names on loan applications, minority applicants are
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significantly less likely to receive initial loan offers than otherwise identical Chinese ap-

plicants; a system-wide implementation of anonymous loan applications eliminates such

disparities. Heterogeneity analyses and analysis of lender beliefs show that our results

are inconsistent with accurate statistical discrimination. Thus, inaccurate beliefs or taste-

based discrimination are the remaining plausible source of discrimination.

Restricting the use of information correlated with race has been implemented to mit-

igate racial disparities in various settings. Our study provides evidence of the effective-

ness of anonymous evaluation practices for reducing racial disparities. In our setting, as

is common in labor, rental, and credit markets, only the first stage of the process is made

anonymous. However, although lenders observe applicant race through in-person inter-

action with applicants, we find reduced racial disparities in the loan origination stage as

well. Overall, we find that anonymous loan applications are effective in reducing racial

disparities, even though they merely delay revealing information about race.

With the advent and expansion of fintech lenders, the implementation of anonymous

applications becomes increasingly cost-effective and feasible. Online credit platforms are

prevalent and growing across the world. Serving as an intermediary between borrowers

and lenders, these platforms can credibly verify customers and anonymize applications

simultaneously. This can potentially increase the allocation of credit to minority appli-

cants. Our quasi-experimental evidence of the benefits of anonymization based in Singa-

pore likely provides a lower bound for other countries as the Singapore government has

implemented successful policies in promoting racial equity (Agarwal et al., 2019; Wong,

2013). Implementing anonymous loan applications in a country such as the US will likely

deliver larger gains to minority borrowers.11 In addition, with the growth of online-based

loan origination (Buchak et al., 2018), complete anonymization may become feasible for

fintech consumer credit and help minority borrowers even more. In this context, manda-

11In a survey by US News, Singapore ranked 13th out of 85 countries in the racial equity index in 2022
and the US ranked 65th. Source: https://www.usnews.com/news/best-countries/best-countries-for-
racial-equality.
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tory information collection of race in regulations designed to detect discriminatory lend-

ing practices, such as the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) in the US, may con-

strain the effective implementation of anonymization.
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Figure 1: Estimated dynamic response of racial disparities in offer probability

This figure plots the entire path of coefficients βs along with their associated 95% confidence in-
tervals of the racial gap in offer probability as estimated from equation (2). In this specification,
we set month 0, the implementation of anonymous applications, as the omitted baseline period,
motivated by the zero average racial gap in the post-anonymization months as estimated in Ta-
ble 2. The x-axis denotes the months before and after anonymization; the y-axis shows the change
in the racial gap in offer probability relative to the omitted baseline period (in percentage points).
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Figure 2: Heterogeneous racial gaps across income groups

Panel (A) shows the heterogeneous racial disparities by income. We group applicants into four
quartiles based on their annual income and separately estimate equation (1) for each of the
four quartile groups. This figure plots the coefficient on the interaction term between Minorityi
and Pret and their 95% confidence intervals for the four quartile groups. Panel (B) shows the
heterogeneous racial disparities by income to debt ratio. We group applicants into four quartiles
based on their annual income by the applied amount and separately estimate equation (1)
for each of the four quartile groups. We plot the coefficient on the interaction term between
Minorityi and Pret and their 95% confidence intervals for the four quartile groups in this figure.

(A) Heterogeneous racial disparities by income

(B) Heterogeneous racial disparities by income-to-debt
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Table 1: Summary statistics of applications and credit outcomes

This table reports the summary statistics for application characteristics in Panel A and credit
outcomes in Panel B. Column 2 of both panels report the mean differences between minority
and Chinese applicants in the pre-period (before September 28, 2021), when applicant names
were visible to lenders at the initial evaluation stage (non-anonymous applications). Column 2
of both panels report the mean differences in the post-period (after September 28, 2021), when
applications are anonymous. The monetary amount is in the local currency Singapore Dollar
(SGD), and 1 SGD = 0.75 USD as of January 2021.

Panel A: Application characteristics

Overall (Pre)
µMIN − µCHN

(Post)
µMIN − µCHN

Age 35.65 -1.06∗∗∗ -1.01∗∗∗

[9.46] (0.18) (0.30)
Female 0.25 0.06∗∗∗ 0.12∗∗∗

[0.43] (0.01) (0.01)
Living in public housing 0.89 0.04∗∗∗ 0.04∗∗∗

[0.31] (0.01) (0.01)
Annual income (SGD) 35,974.42 -8,818.68∗∗∗ -7,185.09∗∗∗

[46,533.08] (895.42) (1,278.94)

Number of applications 16,281 11,789 4,492

Panel B: Credit outcomes

Overall (Pre)
µMIN − µCHN

(Post)
µMIN − µCHN

Average offer probability (%) 43.48 -4.64∗∗∗ -2.30∗

[30.68] (0.58) (0.92)
Number of offers 7.57 -0.72∗∗∗ -0.18

[4.69] (0.09) (0.12)
Average offer amount (SGD) 4,290.71 -931.15∗∗∗ -801.60∗∗∗

[3,160.12] (63.01) (103.88)
Average maturity (months) 6.39 -0.51∗∗∗ -0.26∗∗

[2.74] (0.05) (0.09)
Average annual nominal interest rate (%) 42.44 -0.00 -0.11

[4.82] (0.09) (0.16)
Average processing fee (%) 9.25 0.02 -0.02

[0.69] (0.01) (0.02)
Average annual effective interest rate (%) 99.02 3.98∗∗∗ 1.42∗

[27.20] (0.54) (0.71)
Origination probability (%) 16.79 -1.96∗∗ -1.44

[37.38] (0.71) (1.17)

Number of applications 16,281 11,789 4,492
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Table 2: The effect of anonymous applications on disparities in offer probabilities

This table shows the effect of anonymous applications on disparities in offer probabilities
(equation (1)). For each regression, we also report ∆β = βpost − βpre, its t-statistic, p-value,
and its value divided by the mean of the dependent variable. Fixed effects are included and
denoted at the bottom. We include all the information available to lenders at the time of initial
screening as control variables and allow the effects of the control variables to differ in the pre-
and post-periods. In the baseline specification in Columns 1 & 3, we convert all continuous
numerical characteristics (e.g., income) to categorical variables using their quintiles to allow
for non-linear effects in control variables and for retention of missing values. In the alternative
specification in Column 2, we impute zero for missing values, add one to zero values, and
then log-transform all continuous numerical variables. Standard errors are clustered at the
lender-month level for the application-lender level analysis and at the month level for the
application-level analysis; the corresponding t-statistics are reported in brackets. We use ∗∗∗, ∗∗

and ∗ to denote significance at 1%, 5% and 10% level (two-sided), respectively.

offer indicator (× 100)
Application-lender level

probability (%)
average offer

Application level

(1) (2) (3)

controls
Baseline

controls
Alternative

controls
Baseline

Minority × Pre -3.810*** -3.096*** -3.969***
[-16.78] [-14.08] [-7.93]

Minority × Post 0.238 0.408 -0.434
[0.88] [1.48] [-0.58]

∆β 4.048 3.504 3.535
t-stat of ∆β 11.46 9.970 3.910
p-value of ∆β 1.80e-26 4.91e-21 0.00139
∆β / Mean DV 0.106 0.0918 0.0813
Year-Month FEs Yes Yes Yes
Lender × Post FEs Yes Yes
Post FE Yes
Observable controls Yes Yes Yes
R2 0.305 0.291 0.569
No. of observations 322,847 322,847 16,281
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Table 3: The effect of anonymous applications on disparities in other credit outcomes

This table shows the effect of anonymous applications on disparities in other credit outcomes
(equation (1)). For each regression, we also report ∆β = βpost − βpre, its t-statistic, p-value,
and its value divided by the mean of the dependent variable. Fixed effects are included and
denoted at the bottom. We include all the information available to lenders at the time of initial
screening as control variables and allow the effects of the control variables to differ in the pre-
and post-periods (except in Column 4, where we can only allow the effects of the included
control variables to be the same in the pre- and post-periods due to a smaller sample size).
In choosing the functional form of the included control variables, we convert all continuous
numerical characteristics (e.g., income) to categorical variables using their quintiles to allow for
non-linear effects in control variables and for retention of missing values. Standard errors are
clustered at the lender-month level for the application-lender level analysis and at the month
level for the application-level analysis; the corresponding t-statistics are reported in brackets.
We use ∗∗∗, ∗∗ and ∗ to denote significance at 1%, 5% and 10% level (two-sided), respectively.

(1) (2) (3) (4)

(× 100)
indicator

origination
lender level
Application-

(× 100)
indicator

origination
level

Application

rate (%)
conversion

level
Application

(× 100)
indicator

Delinquency

Minority × Pre -0.0910* -1.598* 0.232 0.151
[-1.68] [-1.89] [0.97] [0.03]

Minority × Post -0.0236 -0.500 -0.0764 -0.319
[-0.29] [-0.33] [-0.14] [-0.04]

∆β 0.0674 1.098 -0.309 -0.471
t-stat of ∆β 0.692 0.632 -0.517 -0.0413
p-value of ∆β 0.490 0.537 0.613 0.968
∆β / Mean DV 0.0797 0.0654 -0.0833 -0.0200
Year-Month FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes
Lender × Post FEs Yes
Post FE Yes Yes Yes
Observable controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
R2 0.00792 0.0677 0.0806 0.403
No. of observations 322,847 16,281 14,991 373
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Online appendix

This appendix contains supplementary material, tables, and figures.

OA.1 Matching between applications and lenders

Does the platform match applications to lenders based on application characteristics and,
more specifically, race? Based on our communication with the platform staff, they have
a pre-determined ordering of lenders and send out applications to lenders based on this
ordering. The ordering is changed from time to time by the platform. Crucially, the same
ordering applies to all applications irrespective of their characteristics as long as a specific
ordering is still effective. Nevertheless, we formally test for the possibility of matching
between applications and lenders based on applicant race in this appendix. More specifi-
cally, we study whether Chinese and minority applicants are matched to different lenders.

Figure OA.1 shows the estimated coefficients and the 95% confidence intervals of the
regressions of lender rank on the minority status across all lenders. For each applica-
tion, the rank of a lender is an integer (starting from 1) that corresponds to the order in
which the application is sent to a given lender. We regress lender rank on minority sta-
tus for a given lender at a time and repeat this exercise for all lenders.12 Each colored
coefficient and the associated confidence interval correspond to one lender. 31 out of 36
coefficients are statistically insignificant at the 5% level, and the other 5 coefficients are
statistically significant at the 5% level. Furthermore, the estimated magnitudes are eco-
nomically small. On average, the absolute value of the estimated coefficient is 0.16. lender
rank can be any number between 1 to 36. Hence, even if the coefficients were statistically
significant, their corresponding change in lender ordering would be less than 0.16. Hence,
the evidence suggests that the platform does not match applications to lenders based on
application race.

OA.2 Initial offer terms: characteristics and results

Each initial loan offer is characterized by four aspects: (1) offer amount in Singapore
Dollars (1 SGD = 0.75 USD as of January 2021), (2) offer maturity in months, (3) annual
interest rate, and (4) processing fee as a percentage of the offer amount. While Table 1
shows substantial differences in the average amount and maturity of offers received by
Chinese and minority applicants, there seem to be no discernible differences in the aver-
age annual interest rate and processing fees between the two groups. To see why, we plot

12One lender has a constant lender rank at all times during its partnership with the platform and hence
is dropped from this analysis. Therefore, we have 36 lenders in total.
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the distribution of these two variables.
Panel (A) of Figure OA.2 plots the empirical cumulative distribution function (CDF)

of annual interest rates for all initial offers. The figure shows clear bunching near the
legal limit of 48%. 46.42% and 5.38% of initial offers have an interest rate of 47% and 48%,
respectively. The legal limit, set by the Singapore Ministry of Law and effective from 1
October 2015, is 4% per month. The legal limit encompasses all forms of lending (whether
collateralized or not) and to all individuals, irrespective of their income.

Panel (B) of Figure OA.2 plots the empirical CDF of the processing fee as a percentage
of the loan offer amount. Even if lenders cannot use interest rates to fully adjust for appli-
cants’ “true” underlying risk, they can use processing fees. The figure shows a bunching
of observations near the legal limit of 10%. 83.04% of initial offers have a processing fee
of exactly 10%. The legal limit, set by the Singapore Ministry of Law and effective from 1
October 2015, is 10% of the loan offer amount.

Taken together, the panels of Figures OA.2 suggest that lenders set the interest rate
and processing fee equal to the maximum legal limit quite often. Hence, these variables
might have been different absent the legal limits. Consequently, comparing these offer
terms might not be as informative as other terms where lenders have full discretion.

To analyze the borrowing cost, we calculate the effective interest rate. The existence of
a processing fee implies that the annual interest rate measures the borrowing cost incom-
pletely. Below, we describe how we calculate effective interest rates in more detail.

The structure of a loan offer follows an equated monthly installment repayment sched-
ule, similar to a mortgage loan. Specifically, if the loan amount is B, the nominal monthly
interest rate is i, and the number of months to maturity is N, the monthly payment P is
such that the present value of the monthly payments at the monthly interest rate i equals
to B.

B =
T

∑
t=1

P
(1 + i)t (OA.1)

With processing fee f , the applicant receives B × (1 − f ) as opposed to B upon loan orig-
ination. Therefore, the monthly effective interest rate r is determined by:

B × (1 − f ) =
T

∑
t=1

P
(1 + r)t (OA.2)

We then annualize the monthly effective interest rate by multiplying it by 12 to obtain the
annual effective interest rate. To illustrate how the processing fee affects the borrowing
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cost, consider a typical “zero-interest-rate” loan offer with a maturity of 1 month, a nomi-
nal interest rate of 0%, and a processing fee of 10%, which accounts for approximately 5%
of our sample of initial offers. Such an offer has a monthly effective interest rate of 11.11%
and an annual effective interest rate of 133.33%, despite having a 0% nominal interest rate.

OA.3 Variation in offer terms for the same applicant

Table OA.1 documents the dispersion within the same application across three offer terms:
offer amount, maturity, and effective interest rate. We use two different measures of dis-
persion, namely the coefficient of variation (the standard deviation divided by the mean
for all offers of the same applicant) and the ratio of maximum to minimum offer term.
Both measures suggest substantial variation in all three offer terms within the same appli-
cation. For instance, the average coefficient of variation for the offer amount is 0.57. That
implies that by moving two standard deviations from the mean, the offer amount is 114%
higher. A more stark pattern is the ratio of maximum to minimum offer amount. This
ratio is on average 8.7, implying substantial differences between the “best” and “worst”
offers for the same applicant. Overall, the variation in offer terms suggests that the offer
probability is indeed a relevant outcome variable for studying racial disparities in lend-
ing.

OA.4 Disparities in “best” offer

Even if there is substantial variation in offer terms (as documented in Appendix OA.3), it
could be that the “best” offer is the same for minority and Chinese applicants. If that were
to be the case, there would be no disparities between Chinese and minority applicants to
begin with. While it is difficult to know which offer is the best offer for each applicant, we
use three different definitions to determine an applicant’s best offer and repeat our main
analysis using the applicant’s best offer. For each application, we define the best offer in
terms of maximum offer amount, maximum offer maturity, and minimum effective inter-
est rate across all the offers she receives from any lenders. This choice can be justified if
applicants have lexicographic preferences in offer amount, maturity, and effective interest
rates.

Table OA.2 documents the results of this analysis. Column 1 shows the results for
log(max offer amount). Before anonymization, minority applicants’ maximum offer amount
is 10.7% lower than Chinese applicants’. However, after anonymization, minority appli-
cants’ maximum offer amount is 3.7% lower than Chinese applicants’. These two coeffi-
cients are both statistically and economically different. Similar results hold for maximum
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offer maturity and annual effective interest rates.

OA.5 Predictability of the race information

To analyze whether race is predictable by other observable application characteristics, we
first study the bi-variate correlations of race and other application characteristics. Panel
(A) of Figure OA.3 shows the histogram of the absolute values of the correlations between
race and an observable application characteristic. For an application characteristic such as
marital status that takes more than two values (divorced, single, married, etc.), we use N
dummy variables (N is the different level that this variable takes) that equal to one if that
characteristic applies to the application and zero otherwise. Hence, there are N points in
the histogram for a variable with N levels. The figure suggests that even at the univariate
dimension, application characteristics exhibit a correlation with race.

Panel (B) of Figure OA.3 shows the out-of-sample area under the curve (AUC) for
predicting race using various machine learning algorithms with other observable appli-
cation characteristics serving as the predictors. We start with the logistic regression model
and consider several workhorse machine learning approaches: random forest, gradient
boosting, and neural nets. In the logistic regression, we include squares and interaction
terms of the predictors. For both gradient boosting and random forest, we use 1,000
classification trees. We consider three types of neural nets, with (1) one layer of 100 neu-
rons, (2) three layers with 50 neurons each, and (3) one layer of 200 neurons. In addition,
we implement the stacked generalization (Wolpert, 1992). Basically, stacking is a way of
combining predictions from multiple supervised machine learning models (known as the
“base learners”) into a final prediction to improve performance. For all machine learn-
ing methods considered, we train the model in the randomly drawn training sample of
10,000 applications and assess the classification accuracy in the validation sample of the
remaining 6,281 applications using the commonly used AUC metric. Overall, the results
suggest that race is highly predictable by other observable characteristics. For instance,
the AUC for the stacking method, which is the most powerful prediction model, is 96.6%.
For comparison, the rule of thumb cut-off for a “good” AUC in the credit scoring industry
is 60% to 70% (Iyer et al., 2016; Berg et al., 2020).

OA.6 Alternative samples and specifications

In this Appendix, we study the robustness of our results to alternative samples and spec-
ifications.

In Column 1 of Table OA.3, we include the entire sample of individuals and repeat
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the analysis using regression specification 1. For our main analysis, we focus on the
sub-sample of applications whose information is pre-filled directly from the Singapore
government database. We do so because official records have higher data quality and
less measurement error compared to self-reported information. Nevertheless, we repeat
the analysis for the sample of all individuals. We find results similar to the main sample.
Hence, our results are not sensitive to the filtering of applications.

In Column 2 of Table OA.3, we augment our controls for observable characteristics by
allowing the effects of control variables Xi to differ by lender in the pre and post periods.
In other words, the corresponding coefficients γ are now indicated by the j, s(t) subscript.

yi,j = πt + αj,s(t) + γj,s(t)Xi

+βpre × Minorityi × pret + βpost × Minorityi × postt + εi,j (OA.3)

We obtain similar estimates as in our baseline results.

OA.7 Heterogeneous racial disparities across lenders

The elimination of average racial gaps for all lenders masks the potential heterogeneity
in lenders. In this Appendix, we want to study whether lenders who engaged in more
discriminatory practices before anonymization are affected more. Prior research has doc-
umented the existence of substantial variation in discriminatory practices across large
US firms in the labor market (Kline, Rose, and Walters (2022)). To examine the hetero-
geneity with respect to lenders, we estimate the racial gaps lender-by-lender in a spec-
ification analogous to equation (1). To do that, we include the Post indicator instead of
Lender×Post fixed effects and cluster standard errors at the month level.

Panel (A) of Figure OA.4 shows the lender-specific βpre (coefficient on the interac-
tion between the minority indicator and the pre indicator) in the horizontal axis against
∆β = βpost − βpre (the difference in the coefficient on the interaction between the minority
indicator and the post indicator from the coefficient on the interaction between the minor-
ity indicator and the pre indicator, i.e., the treatment effect of anonymous applications) in
the vertical axis for offer probabilities. Each circle in this scatterplot represents a lender in
our sample and the size of the circle corresponds to the volume of applications the lender
receives. The red line gives the best linear fit. We find a strong negative association be-
tween lender-specific racial gaps and the treatment effect of anonymous applications that
is approximately one-for-one. In other words, the more discriminatory lenders, measured
as the ones who give fewer offers to minority applicants before anonymization, increase
offer probabilities more to minority applicants relative to other lenders.
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Panel (B) of Figure OA.4 presents the same analysis for origination rates. We find
a similar negative association between lender-specific discrimination and the treatment
effect of anonymous applications. More discriminatory lenders, determined as the ones
with fewer loan originations to minority applicants before anonymization, increase loan
originations more to minority applicants.

OA.8 Accuracy of lender beliefs

Our model closely follows the simple model outlined in Agan and Starr (2018). We briefly
explain the model and its assumptions here. Assume that lender j offers a loan to appli-
cant i if uj(xi, m) + εi,j > u∗

j where m = 1 for minority applicants and m = 0 for Chinese
applicants, xi is a vector of borrower characteristics, εi,j is the preference parameters of
lender j over applicant i, uj(xi, m) is the utility of lender j from lending to an applicant
with characteristics xi and m. u∗

j is a fixed threshold above which the lender offers a
loan. Then, the expected utility from a loan offer to applicant i by lender j, when not
observing race is equal to uj(xi, m = missing) = p(m = 1|xi) ∗ uj(xi, m = 1) + p(m =

0|xi) ∗ uj(xi, m = 0). If we make an additional simplifying assumption that εi,j is uni-
formly distributed, that is Pr(εi,j > ε) = Aj + Bjε, then

Pr(offer|xi, m = missing)

= Pr
(

εi,j > u∗
j − p(m = 1|xi) ∗ uj(xi, m = 1)− p(m = 0|xi) ∗ uj(xi, m = 1)

)
= Pr(m = 1|xi)× Pr(εi,j > u∗

j − uj(xi, m = 1))

+Pr(m = 0|xi)× Pr(εi,j > u∗
j − uj(xi, m = 0))

= Pr(m = 1|xi)× Pr(offer|xi, m = 1) + Pr(m = 0|xi)× Pr(offer|xi, m = 0)

If we assume xi,k is characteristic k for individual i, and H is a level this variable takes, we
have:

Pr(offer|xi,k = H, m = missing) (OA.4)

= Pr(m = 1|xi,k = H)× Pr(offer|xi,k = H, m = 1)

+(1 − Pr(m = 1|xi,k = H))× Pr(offer|xi,k = H, m = 0)

Using Equation (OA.4), we can infer the subjective probability Pr(m = 1|xi,k = H)

that a borrower is a minority for different levels of all control variables. For instance, if
we focus on living in a private apartment (condo) as the characteristic, we observe these
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empirical probabilities in the data:

Pr(offer|xi,k = living in a condo, m = missing) = 0.32

Pr(offer|xi,k = living in a condo, m = 1) = 0.32

Pr(offer|xi,k = living in a condo, m = 0) = 0.46

Using Equation (OA.4), we obtain that lenders infer Pr(m = 1|xi,k = living in a condo) =
0.86. In the data, the empirical probability Pr(m = 1|xi,k = living in a condo) is approx-
imately 50% and is stable in the pre- and post-periods. For this case, the deviation is
0.86 − 0.5 = 0.36 = 36%.

We compare lender decisions before and after anonymization to their perceived prob-
ability of characteristic signaling minority status for all observable characteristics. Two
patterns emerge. First, only 12 out of 146 inferred probabilities are between 0% and 100%.
Second, the deviations of the inferred probabilities from their empirical counterparts are
also sizable. Figure OA.5 shows the histogram of the difference between the inferred and
empirical probabilities in our data. For ease of interpretation, we truncate the inferred
probabilities at 0% and 100% before calculating the deviation from empirical probabili-
ties. The absolute deviation, bounded above at 100% due to the truncation, exceeds 20%
for 95% of application characteristics.13 Hence, we conclude that accurate beliefs by race
are not supported by the data.

We also test whether the inaccurate beliefs reflect stereotypes (Bordalo et al., 2016). In
their model, the decision process based on Kahneman and Tversky’s representativeness
heuristic produces stereotypes. An empirical prediction is that beliefs about a group are
biased towards representative types, defined as the types that occur more frequently in
that group than in a baseline reference group. We test this prediction in the data. For
any application characteristic k and its possible values, we calculate the likelihood ratio
Pr(xi,k=H|m=1)
Pr(xi,k=H|m=0) . A higher likelihood ratio means that type H for characteristic k occurs with
higher relative frequency for minority applicants, hence a more representative type. Fig-
ure OA.6 plots the relative frequencies in the vertical axis against the deviation of inferred
probabilities from empirical probabilities in the horizontal axis. Contrary to a positive re-
lationship between these two predicted by stereotypes, the relationship is slightly nega-
tive. In other words, the representative types of minority applicants are not overweighted
in lenders’ beliefs.

13If we do not truncate the inferred probabilities, the absolute deviation of the inferred probability from
the empirical probability exceeds 300% for close to 30% of the characteristics we consider.
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Figure OA.1: Testing for matching between applications and lenders

This figure shows the coefficients and the associated 95% confidence intervals of the
regressions of lender rank on the minority status across all lenders. For each application,
lender rank is an integer (starting from 1) corresponding to the order in which the
application is sent to the given lender. We regress lender rank on minority status for a
given lender at a time and iterate through all lenders. Each colored coefficient and the
associated confidence interval correspond to one lender.
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Figure OA.2: Empirical distribution of offer interest rate and processing fee

Panel (A) shows the empirical cumulative distribution function of initial offers’ interest
rates. Panel (B) shows the empirical cumulative distribution function of initial offers’
processing fees.

(A) Empirical distribution of offer interest rate

(B) Empirical distribution of offer processing fee
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Figure OA.3: Predictability of the race information

Panel (A) plots the histogram of the absolute values of the correlations between race
and an observable application characteristic. Panel (B) plots the out-of-sample area
under curve of various classification analyses for predicting race using other observable
application charectristics.

(A) Distribution of bi-variate correlations of race and other application
characteristics

(B) Out-of-sample area under curve of classification analyses
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Figure OA.4: Lender-specific racial disparities

This figure shows the lender-specific βpre (coefficient on the interaction between the
minority indicator and the pre indicator) in the horizontal axis against ∆β = βpost − βpre
(the difference in the coefficient on the interaction between the minority indicator and
the post indicator from the coefficient on the interaction between the minority indicator
and the pre indicator, i.e., the treatment effect of anonymous applications) in the vertical
axis for offer probabilities in Panel (A) and origination rates in Panel (B). In both panels,
each circle represents a lender in our sample, and the size of the circle corresponds to the
volume of applications the lender receives. The red line gives the best linear fit.

(A) Dependent variable: Application-lender level offer indicator (× 100)

(B) Dependent variable: Application-lender level origination indicator (× 100)
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Figure OA.5: Histogram of the difference between the inferred and the empirical prob-
abilities

This figure plots the histogram of the difference between the inferred probabilities
and the empirical probabilities in our data. The inferred probability is the subjective
probability (held by lenders) that the applicant belongs to the minority group after
observing a certain characteristic (e.g., the probability that the application belongs to
the minority group conditional on observing an applicant owns a property). For ease of
interpretation, we truncate the inferred probabilities at 0% and 100% before calculating
the deviation from empirical probabilities. A larger deviation on either side implies
that lenders’ prior are more inaccurate. Each point used in the plot corresponds to one
application characteristic.
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Figure OA.6: Representative types and lender beliefs

This figure shows the difference between the inferred probabilities and the empirical
probabilities in the horizontal axis against relative frequency in the vertical axis. The
inferred probability is the subjective probability (held by lenders) that the applicant
belongs to the minority group after observing a certain characteristic (e.g., the probability
that the application belongs to the minority group conditional on observing an applicant
owns a property). For ease of interpretation, we truncate the inferred probabilities at
0% and 100% before calculating the deviation from empirical probabilities. Relative
frequency is calculated following Bordalo et al. (2016) as the ratio of the likelihood of
belonging to a type among minorities to the likelihood of belonging to a type among
Chinese. A high relative frequency corresponds to a more representative type for minor-
ity applicants. Each point used in the plot corresponds to one application characteristic.
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Table OA.1: Within-application dispersion of initial offer terms

This table reports the summary statistics for the within-application dispersion of initial
offer terms. The coefficient of variation is the standard deviation divided by the mean of
all offers given to an application. Offer maturity is measured in months.

Mean Std. Dev. Median

Within-application coefficient of variation:
offer amount 0.57 0.26 0.54
offer maturity 0.60 0.22 0.59
effective interest rate 0.36 0.14 0.37

Ratio of within-application maximum to minimum:
offer amount 8.71 11.18 5.33
offer maturity 8.93 5.76 12.00
effective interest rate 3.26 1.80 2.90

Number of applications 14,991
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Table OA.2: The effect of anonymous applications on disparities in best initial offers

This table shows the effect of anonymous applications on disparities in best initial offers
(equation (1)). For each regression, we also report ∆β = βpost − βpre, its t-statistic,
p-value, and its value divided by the mean of the dependent variable. Fixed effects are
included and denoted at the bottom. We include all the information available to lenders
at the time of initial screening as control variables and allow the effects of the control
variables to differ in the pre- and post-periods. In choosing the functional form of the
included control variables, we convert all continuous numerical characteristics (e.g.,
income) to categorical variables using their quintiles to allow for non-linear effects in
control variables and for the retention of missing values. Standard errors are clustered
at the month level; the corresponding t-statistics are reported in brackets. We use ∗∗∗, ∗∗

and ∗ to denote significance at 1%, 5% and 10% level (two-sided), respectively.

(1) (2) (3)

amount)
offer

Log(max

(months)
maturity

offer
Max

rate (%)
interest
effective

Min

Minority × Pre -0.105*** -0.658*** 3.993***
[-7.27] [-6.02] [5.28]

Minority × Post -0.0211** 0.00990 -0.487
[-2.76] [0.13] [-0.77]

∆β 0.0837 0.667 -4.480
t-stat of ∆β 5.288 4.997 -4.641
p-value of ∆β 0.0000910 0.000159 0.000320
∆β / Mean DV 0.00967 0.0567 -0.0755
Year-Month FEs Yes Yes Yes
Post FE Yes Yes Yes
Observable controls Yes Yes Yes
R2 0.503 0.410 0.281
No. of observations 14,991 14,991 14,991
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Table OA.3: The effect of anonymous applications on disparities in offer probabilities
(robustness)

This table shows the robustness checks on the effect of anonymous applications on dis-
parities in offer probabilities. Column 1 estimates the baseline specification (equation (1))
in the full sample. Column 2 estimates the augmented specification (equation (OA.3)).
For each regression, we also report ∆β = βpost − βpre, its t-statistic, p-value, and its value
divided by the mean of the dependent variable. Fixed effects are included and denoted at
the bottom. Control variables include all the information available to lenders at the time
of initial screening. In choosing the functional form of the included control variables, we
convert all continuous numerical characteristics (e.g., income) to categorical variables
using their quintiles to allow for non-linear effects in control variables and for retention
of missing values. The baseline specification (equation (1)) allows the effects of the
control variables to differ in the pre- and post-periods. The augmented specification
(equation (OA.3)) allows the effects of the control variables to differ by lender and by
whether the application is in the pre- vs post-period. Standard errors are clustered at the
lender-month level; the corresponding t-statistics are reported in brackets. We use ∗∗∗, ∗∗

and ∗ to denote significance at 1%, 5% and 10% level (two-sided), respectively.

offer indicator (× 100)
Application-lender level

(1) (2)

Full sample controls
Tighter

Minority × Pre -4.006*** -3.779***
[-19.02] [-17.48]

Minority × Post -0.411* 0.335
[-1.73] [1.26]

∆β 3.595 4.114
t-stat of ∆β 11.33 12.08
p-value of ∆β 5.73e-26 8.34e-29
∆β / Mean DV 0.0986 0.108
Year-Month FEs Yes Yes
Lender × Post FEs Yes Yes
Observable controls Yes Yes
R2 0.293 0.400
No. of observations 468,663 322,847
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